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How the cookie crumbles

 
By Naren Madan

Nothing can be more cloying to smartphone users than push notifications. Frankly, it is  quite grating to hear your
phone buzz and you pick it up only to find that it is  just another application telling you something dull and dreary.

In fact, you quickly get to a point where your subconscious becomes numb to it and swiping a bunch of notifications
without looking at them becomes common practice.

If in doubt, do not do it
This does not change the fact that data access and push notifications done right can add real value to user
experience. Permissions are sometimes even fundamental to the entire app operation, a fact that can be lost on the
user in the face of repeated spammy notifications.

But with pushes still being a relatively novel feature, most brands opt to go with the flow and send them out a dime a
dozen anyway, with little regard to the fact that it is  clearly intrusive to the user's native space.

Of course, you are going to get better engagement results as compared to not actually sending out any notifications
or attempting to interact with the user in real time.

However, that is a lazy way to perceive statistics, especially since there is no frame of reference here. Better content
curation could help, of course, but that is again the minimum prerequisite.

But consider this. If the general consensus is that majority of push notifications do not communicate quality
information, despite sophisticated personalization, how do you explain the fact that they still maintain an impressive
open rate of 40 percent, according to Andrew Chen, a thought leader on all things mobile? How can this be, if all
people do is complain about how annoying they are?

Empower the user
The biggest reason could be that users are either unaware of, or not inclined, to take the elaborate method of turning
off individual app permissions from settings.
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This is especially true of Android phones, which provide default permissions to apps, although this might change
soon. Android users are condemned to put up with push notifications until it gets to the point when they start to think
that it would not be a bad idea to do a little research to find out how to turn them off.

This argument is backed up by the fact that the iOS push notification service sees comparatively fewer users opting
in, given that it forces apps to receive permissions at the time of install.

If this little example is anything to go by, would it not be worthwhile to hand a bit more power to the users to think
and choose for themselves the terms under which they would like to receive their pushes?

Bored meeting

Few apps take the intelligent route and undertake exhaustive research to perfect the timing, going to great lengths to
provide users with a bit of context and find out the pain points for themselves before prompting them to make life
easier for themselves.

Here are some ways native apps sending out push notifications can make life easy for their users:

Shorter task completion
One of the biggest disadvantages with even highly personalized pushes is that after doing the tough part in getting the
user's attention, it then undoes the good work by taking them through a completely irrelevant landing page and a
series of labored steps before arriving at the final action. No wonder consumers are annoyed.

It is  worth going that extra mile to enable quicker task completion that is accessible to the users right from the push,
with fewer steps to go through to complete the action.

All it requires is clear content that just needs a quick glance to take in, without too many choices that can overwhelm
or distract the user from the focal point, and a clearly defined call-to-action.

Interactive pushes
Carrying on from the previous point, interactive pushes are a great way to offer customers options with the push.

This is currently unfamiliar territory for most apps, but nevertheless a great way to exploit pushes for what they are: a
medium to combine movement of information with clear options to respond.

An ecommerce app that sends out a push about a personalized product recommendation, for example, could have
embedded options along the lines of "Buy," "Track" and "Remind me later."

A push that comes with two or more options that lets the user perform generic or app-related activities is both quicker
and more likely to get a response.

Allow users to prioritize
The "Remind me later" option in the previous point seems like a great way to detail the users who would be
interested in the information you sent out, albeit at a later point.

But that does not mean it has to necessarily involve you sending out the Push again.

The general consensus among marketers is that push notifications could soon go down the email route in terms of
intricacy, and that the day is not far off when users can compile their notifications into folders of sorts, sorting them
by priority and coming back to them on their own time.

This would completely eliminate any sort of purposeless pushes, and give users complete exclusivity, power to
establish the ground rules and control the what's, who's and when's of their personal push notifications.



 

ULTIMATELY, THE DYNAMICS of each app cannot be categorized under one label. But a little bit of exploration is
all it takes to figure out the perfect time, way and content to engage your users through your push notifications.

With the balance of power gradually shifting to the user, selectively filtered and value-adding push notifications will
soon be the norm.
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